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The unit-circle I l=1 with the exception of = +i corresponds to 
1 
Tt1c irnaginary axis of w·ith l In-1 l >- 1 c.!orresponds to Re~= + 1. 
The i1:1agina ry axis of with In1 -- 0. 
The results obtained in the preceding sections for real and 
6-1 
6-2 
positive may be extended easily to the case of complex . Since~ w 
from 3-15 is an analytic function of the principle of analytic contin-
1.~a ti on 1na ~, be ;3 ·pp 1 i e d th rc)1 .. 1gl1c)u ·t.:: • 
We shall now consider the main result, the asymptotic estimation 
C)f 8 ( or b 
n '" n 
r··· from formul;1 5-d. The coefficients A and Bare given by 
3-18 and 3-21, Tl·1e expression for Bis valid for the entire region 
0 
However, an analytic continuation m8y easily be obtained. 
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T -1 dt - .. 
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6-3 
6-4 · 
the ~ollowj_ng conclusiorawill be founded upon the as-
,_ " 1-1 () i-\ 
:,: ) i.r3 dif'ferent,iable in O <- x 
•• 
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f'ollowing conclusion may be drawn: 
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requires A~O or 
-1-2Re .l.,{ n :,,-- . 




This case may be reduced to the previous one by means of the sub-
s t i tut i on :,;:-. .. · ~ JI-x ., ,.,,{,,(_ ... ):. - _.../4,{ • The c on d it ion 6 - 5 be c om e s 
,. 0 • 






C Re fA- =0. 
In this < case corresponding tc) a pure imaginary with l cY 1 i-1 the 
leading term of the asymptotic expansion 
The expansion 6-1 is possible and 
The condition 
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sin/"' 7r 0 • 




If in 6-1 we take f x ···· sin 11x + cos nx one of the conditions 
6-5., 6-6, fS-7 shoul(J be sat1.sfied Zirld thus another proof is obtained 



















½x 1 - 2/L " S lY) 
_i_x -1-2,JA- "' sin r') c.. 
nx + cos nx 
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nx ·t- v cos nx 
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" n X ~j-j--l 'H -sin n r • " JL 
dx=O, n ~1, 
dx=O, n ~ 1, 
+ dx -1 





n-'1 r.. ,,. )( , 
Re)/4 0 
r1x +J--1- 1i 
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- SiDj-L7r dx 1 t'·- 0 




In this case, and only here, a convergent expansion 6-1 is not 
·oossible unless A=O. l 
If A -0 1:ve have a and lim an c]oes not exist. n 
n > oJ 
-1. If A 0 w·e have a Y) 
n 
However, in this case the relation of orthogonality 6-8 remains true. 
Taking .up the general casE.: 0 <Re/A'-.·½ we consider an expansion 
.. 





" s1.n nx + cos nx 
• 6-11 
n 
If a convergent expansion 6-1 without constant term exists the conver-
gency may be improved by adding an appropriate 
chosen in such a way that for the function f x 
-a' 0 
the condition 6-5 
is fulfilled we have 
pf 







a + 1 c~ o s ;,t 7r en n 
If Re. _l fa --2 
If Re 1u. =0 
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the expansior1 6-1 




is divergent but 6-11 














a sin nx + 
n n cos nx, 
7-1 
\t.1here f x scJtisfies a Holder condition in the interva 1 O L.. x ~ ')(-, nnd 







If \AJe introduce tl·le ouxilia1,,·y functions 
S X 




~ . Jt' 




ct sin r1x ., n ., 
~) ( 
ll 
cos nx f n , 
,,.......,. 
)t 
Re > o. 
c x cos nx dx. 
0 0 
Thus, for all n~1 we have the relations 
f' I ' Jl 
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Tr1e infinite number of relations ·r•-rr can be shown to be equivalent t,o 
:~1 single integral equation of the Caucl1y type. We need a few lemmas. 
lemma 7-1 
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" sin nt 
2 sin ½t 
'·-
cos ~-t - cos N-H2~- t ,_ 
2 r1in -} t 
N 
Proof Take real and imaginary port of int e ,, 
,._ 
N 1 7r X l --2 
lemma 7-2 lin1 t '"it . 
. t-r \. 00 
1r 
t dt , if 0 L. X <.. 7r 
0 
, 
0 l t dt if 1r'-.XL0. _,_ - ';> , c;.. 
' 0 
P~oof from Riemann's theorem for a Fourier series. 
lermna 7-3 lim 
;.I ➔ 00 
0 
N 
t ;_ sin n t-x dt 
1 
1 l 
2 _ cotg 2 t-x 
0 
represents a Cauchy integra 1 if O L... x <- 7r. 
,. 
Proof. If - 1" ~ x t... 0 the relation follows f ram Riemann's theorem. The 
Cnuchy integral reduces in this case to a Riemann integral. 




0 x+ t.. 
• 
If the relations 7-7 8re multiplied either by sin nx or cos nx then sum-
m8tion yields an integral equation, 
Teking the sine multiplicotion first we obtain from 7-7 
"it· N • 
I dt + 
0 
+ sin n t-x - sin n t+x 
1 
0 
For I>T -..;;:, e-0 we find by means of le1·runa 7 -2 and 7 - 3 
• 
-
1 sin X Ct dt 
..a--
cost-cos x + ') t... ' 
0 0 
w11ere 
t ,x .. 
1 
2 rn sin nt sin nx . 
s t 
dt ~ O. 
dt 0 , 
If the cosine multiplication is taken we obtain in a similar way 
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T 
C X ·. + 'rt 
sin t s t dt 1 I< t,x s t dt o, ••rt rt - ... , I 
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" +- t dt 1 sin s s l,., X I t T • cos cos X rr - 1r 
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The dominant equation of 7-14 is 
ScC X - ( 
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This problem is very similar to that considered in section 2 and the 
solution of 7-16 may be written down immediately cf formula 3-15 





In fact, we have from Plemelj's formulae 2-2J 2-3 




so that, again from 
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C)r for s x 
sin 2 _,,-lt 7i' 
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sin t ft dt 






is constant tho function K0 t,x vanishes and 7-19 
C 1 
represents 
1-,1nique solution of the integrnl equation 7-10 . If is varic1ble 
n 
in 7-19 may be replaced by 
7r 
1 
.... - .. 
7T 
0 
8nd the following integrnl equation of the Fredholm type is obtained 
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2 we may use formula 7-32 to get a better estimate near 
X= 7r 





1q o lUS a •,: I o 
.. sin --x 2 
'1-2µ 
n , 0<'..X 
We shall, however, be satisfied with the estimate 
L.. C 'I 
,, 1 2 AA ~ 1 n -.:.-x y-
i..,_, - ,2 
Q.(.X L 7r 
• 
for, using this, we fine] from l.enuna 7-5 
c,() 
sin t 2/4 
'= " nt k- ,L C T t I r sin X L "" .... 2µ , r:, n 1 sin 1 --> X .:;. 
and finally form K t~x 
' f ' K t,x C 
2 --1 n 
Thus we have obtained the important result that the kernel K t,x 
uniformly bounded in tl1(~ square O ~ t, x ~ 1t • 
-8 The orthogonal function 
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will be called the adjoint expansion. In particular we shall consider 
the adjoint expansion of unity 
1 " sin r1x + 1 cos nx • 8 ... , 3 
The problem of determining the coefficients h of 8-3 has been consider-
n 
ed i,n the previous section. If no"J we introduce the function 
oO o,C) 11 
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II • 
,. .. ,, ..... n h \. ~ = 8 4 X h sin 1 0 ~x L '-- nx r_ cos nx J l t P'?S , n 1 1 n 
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11 X n~1 
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-· /\ 
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From this we obtain 
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h X sin t1x + 
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C ,oc n .. { t,:) ,. J:1, (]X == 0 8-7 
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converges uniformly we may 
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h X ClX -·- 0. 
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s irrri la 1-.. wo. y in tl1e 0 r C t 'i' '"" f"" i-- X i.,,) 11:..,: . '  • (.,1 J ,l .1 . \. ' 1na y be showr1 "t () sat itJ-
singular cq1Jn t ion. v,J e 
tt1e previous sc1ction or we may cl1oose an independLnt :3r-
orefer th0 lotter nnd we start from 
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Let the :rune tion 
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If we represent F x,y by 
t•=>11:1• 
J -ny ,,_, 1 n 'l''~l V •··•·, . b . .t,J"\. t;; , 
only the condition 9-5 hns to be considered. 
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this is exactly the 
.. 
the solution of the 
c c)s rix 
rnn 
"jn ~x· + · en~ n·x· ~ - 1..1' . ...,:, ' 
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reduced to the solution of the representation problem 9-1. 
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9-4 
Ir1 tl1e preceding sections it hL~,s been s1~1,)vin th3t tt·1e rcr)rc:sc1·ltat1.(,1-l 
problem 8-1 may be reduced to a singular integral equation. We shall 
now show that this singular integral equation also can be derived from 
oroblem by rne8ns of Green's theorem. 
. ~ 
. J 
1")1t1c expr·essions. We hc;tVe seen ttiat for n _.,\ o<> 
C -n 
·; • 2 et--i:) 
n . . 
• 
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however, they are bounded. In particular 3 t X-~ Jt F 
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and are uniformly bounded in the closed interval 
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1 
sir11ila r cone lus ions rrtc:3 y 1Je dra1m _ 
Let G 
11..2 
x.,y,i.--.,i[ be a Green function in the region O Lx L 1,, y .> O and 
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X G 0 
y =Jb 00 G --~ 0 
1 - • 0 "' ... .,,,.,~--"'"""''".''""" Q • ,, 1 2 2 
then applying Green's theorem on the region considered above one easily 
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--1 x,O dx -7JY 9-9 
0 
=0 an integral equation is obtained between the partial deri-
vatives of Fat zero for which also the relation 9-5 exists. 
represent the standard Green function of the full 
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9-10 
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~F is expressed by means of y 9-5 another singular 
is o bt::1 ined 1Jvl¥1ict1 turns 01.1t to be equivalent to thnt 
§10 Conclusions 
The problern of exi,anding <3 fur1ction f x ·, which is r1Blderi.an j~n 




solved completely for the case of 
ll which is not dependent 
.)11 !1 ,. 
In the case of 




however, we have only shown that, 
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integral equation with bounded kernel. 
·1:lven function f x 
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and numerically given phnsc factors the coet,fi-
' n 
process by which the 
Fredholm equation is ' t i ., Ob ~,8. !1(:0 • The diBCUBSion of the Fred-
will be given in another report, ~but \\Te 
that there might be exceptional 
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similar remark may be made in connection with the function h x 




~1 s s i (J n of the n un1e r 1 ca 1 d e t c:: rr:1 in ,;:3 t i on of h .· x , j~ f ex 1 at in g ., w 111 l1 e 
- "l · l"'~ ~ . --•· ' 1 t 
, .L. v c n t.~ e r 
I f't the a s s ur:1,rJ t 1 o 11 10- 2 :L s 
j· I J,-1 j ··• ·• .• ~, r ,,., ..... 
' f:t, 'a •. ,,J '· '-" 
.. 
;:1 pa rt f' I") i:)rr1 
nnd \~Jient::r 
dropped the problem 10-1 
thE~ f~n-1.1 101~111~ ,,,8.A€1 ·r···.·x· E ilJ' ~ , , ..... r ,. ,...,,Lg. ·.w' lJ ~ " 5 . .,.,p .. _.,.... ~ -_ 1,-\ .. \ . ; 1 .(. }"" ( 1 
c' · n' o 
seerns tt1 ·t)e icnc)wr1 a l){Jt2t 
